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The Rise of Surprise

The trend of relinquishing choice in
favour of mystery continues to grow

Consumers are faced with more decisions than ever, these days.
Cluttering their lives with choices, and making reaching a
purchase decision, more difﬁcult. The never-ending options,
availability, answers and information that are just a click away
has bred a culture of choice paralysis.
At the same time we are seeing a rising trend in embracing the
unknown. Whether that’s through mystery destination cruises or
holidays, baby gender reveals, lootboxes, or through to the
explosive growth of surprise unboxing channels such as Ryan
ToyReview, we can’t seem to get enough of the element of
surprise. People are excited, now more than ever, about not
knowing the outcome, as it taps into a place we have evolved
out of through modern living.
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Putting the two together, it seems that this trend
of mystery is a booming sector that brands, big
and small, can capitalise on. Some brands are
already ahead of the curve, such as mystery eggs,
Secret Cinema, and Groupon’s Mystery Gifts.
What’s stopping you from running a surprise
giveaway, event, product or stunt for your brand?
Could you even build an element of surprise, a
random act of kindness or just a small product
twist into NPD?

According to data provided to The Goods by
Etsy, there have been over 495,000 search
queries for “mystery boxes” on the site
between January 2019 and July 2019.

We’re experts in experiential campaigns and new product launches, whether the spend is big or small. We’ve even
got a trophy to prove it: the Fieldmarketing Brand Experience Campaign of the Year award.

Sure, their title as THE destination for mobile video
is self-proclaimed, but we are seeing a rapid rise in
the platform.
It is a free-for-all. It’s easy to make a video on
TikTok, not just because of the tools it gives users,
but because of extensive reasons and prompts it
provides you. You can select from an enormous
range of sounds, from popular song clips to short
moments from TV shows, YouTube videos or other
TikToks. You can join a dare-like challenge, or
participate in a dance meme, or make a joke. Or
you can make fun of all of these things.
This does what other platforms have failed to do put everyone’s content on a level playing ﬁeld and
taken away social currency (bragging)!

TikTok will inﬂuence the way you
manage social — even if you’re
avoiding it.
TikTok does away with many of the assumptions other
social platforms have been built upon, and which they
are in the process of discarding anyway. It questions
the primacy of individual connections and friend
networks. It unapologetically embraces central control
rather than pretending it doesn’t have it.
Start viewing social not in terms of fans and followers,
but a reach-based broadcast opportunity to relevant
sub-cultures based on shared interests.
This only goes to highlight the importance of making
your brand relevant in conversations as much as being
relevant to people!

Our in-house videography team makes branded video more affordable and creative than ever. 78% of people in
the UK will watch branded video at least once a month - it’s an opportunity you can’t ignore.

No longer can brands get away with drip
feeding content as a way of monopolising it we all have access to too much of it.
This has totally shifted models away from
one-off purchases and into ongoing services.

Subscription box market is forecast to grow 72%,
from £583 million in 2017 to £1 billion by 2022.*
Countless brands have created opportunities from
packaging perceived brand value into subscriptions.
We live in the service economy, and more now than
ever we’re seeing the shift of physical goods evolving
into enhanced services. Following suit were food, razor
blades, ﬂowers, and even LPs which also sent you a
ﬂavoured tea to drink while listening to the record.
It’s one step towards packaging your product as a story
or an experience and that is when more emotional
value can be attached.

We’ve got countless case studies for market-leading brands where we’ve developed packaging, DM, inﬂuencer
engagement and CRM, all essential to kick starting relationship based business models that truly engage.

Instagram is inviting users to think again
before posting unkind comments with a
new tool designed to curb bullying on the
social media platform.
The company is rolling out a new feature
that uses AI to identify negative comments
before they are published and asks “are you
sure you want to post this?” before it is
shared on another person’s post.

Brands are about bringing people together,
based on shared interests, is there an
opportunity to facilitate / be the leader in
people being nicer to one another online?
Brand purpose is nothing new. But it’s the best place to start.
We’re no longer in a ‘product demonstration’ industry - we’ve
shifted to brand relevance in symbiotic human moments.
Creating broad cultural warmth and kindness across the
splintered factions of society (dare we say the ‘B’ word) in
ways that are authentic to the role the brand plays in
people’s lives, will cement success.
Now, that doesn’t have to be worthy or soppy - it could be
price-led (live well for less) or quality led. The most important
take-out of this whole document - is not to fake or force this!

Every agency on the planet will tell you to ﬁnd your ‘purpose’. They’ll make some pretty content and you’ll try and
ﬂog it. The key is to engrain it in your business culture because it’s not something you can fake. Our dedicated
strategy team are experts in doing exactly that - creating culture change!

Use your brand to target sub-cultures

VSCO girls are the latest subculture to arise
alongside apps such as TikTok and Instagram,
where millennials and Gen Zers are often
heavily inﬂuenced by one another.
The term is used to describe female teenagers
who dress and act in a certain manner that is
virtually indistinguishable from one another,
both online and in real life.
On Instagram, where the hashtag #VSCOgirl
has been used on more than 1m posts, the
aesthetic is mostly that of a colourful, beachy
lifestyle.
There’s a key strategic decision for your brand
to make right from the off - is my audience
trying to ﬁt in, or stand out? And the answer
may not be straightforward and could even
straddle both (Guinness, Made of More).

Research is fundamental to everything we do. That includes submerging ourselves into different cultures so we can
generate new insight for our clients, and un-earth new emerging opportunities before the competition. Remember
audience work never stops at demographics - think about mindsets, social actualisation and even micro-trends.

We’re the ﬁrst generation to lose the right
to say we didn’t know of the impact our
business lives are having on people and the
environment. It might seem overwhelming,
and that there is nothing that can be done but there is.
Becoming a B Corp registered company
means you put PROFIT, PLANET and
PEOPLE on an equal footing.
Any for-proﬁt business can become a B
Corp, no matter its size, so long as it’s been
operating for at least 12 months.
You can take the test to see how far your
business is from B Corp status for free
online - so there really is no excuse!

This should be an aspiration for all of us, big or small, and in actual fact, B Corp registered companies more
often than not see proﬁts rise as a result.

Fortnite has more in common with
platforms like Facebook, than it does to
games like Call of Duty. With the massively
popular game emerging as a new kind of
social network for a key demographic of
younger consumers that brands covet.
Unlike other platforms and services, Fortnite
uniquely combines beneﬁts from gaming,
social media and streaming platforms,
offering consumers a singular experience but still sparks social contest, even if that
manifests in pizza vs burgers..

Fortnite is the new Facebook and allows
brands to build different experiences in
ways where other platforms might have
more limitations
Branding in Fortnite doesn’t come cheap.
Creating a unique item for players to use
in-game costs roughly $500,000.
However, there are so many other platforms
to explore, and certainly not ignore - just
have a browse on Twitch!

With any client we recommend a detailed audience analysis to ﬁnd out exactly how to reach new customers, and
unearth golden media opportunities that historically have been dismissed (as well as stopping the obsession
with last click attribution!).

Youth attention span isn’t the issue it’s content snobbery.
Blaming attention span for falling brand
engagement isn’t only defeatist, it’s lazy.
Younger generations are consuming far more
content than ever before, but that makes it
harder to gain trust and build relationships.
They are a more knowledgeable, and
ultimately content cynical generation making it more important to create social
actualisation - Do I see myself in this content?
This isn’t about product demo but symbiotic
human moments.

As an industry we’re further from the people we serve than ever before. At Walker, we pride ourselves on being real people,
with real lives - mums, dads, grandparents, and graduates in equal measure - it keeps us grounded and keeps us real.

We’re spending more and more time
in the isolation and immersive world
of our own headphones
You only have to look around on the high street or
public transport to see the number of people with
headphones, dedicating a large chunk of their
attention to what they are hearing.
Music streaming services are booming and the
number of weekly podcast listeners has almost
doubled in ﬁve years – from 3.2 million in 2013 to
5.9m in 2018. That’s an increase from 7% to 11% of
adults in the UK (OfCom 2019). Read the latest
bestseller? Chances are you’ve listened to it. Even
commercial radio has made a comeback in recent
years, offering a fantastic opportunity for high reach.

Media content planning should not
be conﬁned to ‘eyes’, but a sensory
journey where audio is fundamental.
Soundscapes and audio should be as important
as video in content plans. Whether it’s podcasts,
radio or even the rising trend of ASMR; there
are great emerging opportunities. Coca-Cola’s
latest European campaign attempts to leverage
an effect known as synaesthesia, eliciting
emotional and sensorial responses from the
audio in its creative.

By mapping out consumer journeys for our clients in great detail, we get closer to understanding the media, and
sensory opportunities we can capitilise on in our brand strategy work.

More than 1 in 5 UK consumers have a
disability with a combined spending power
of over £249 billion per year to UK business.
The Purple Pound refers to the spending
power of disabled households. This isn’t
about ticking boxes. This is about a colossal
marketing opportunity to speak to an
under-represented audience. Just like the
Pink Pound, brands are being slow to move
on this topic - that means going beyond
casting, into product design and experience.

As an agency we’re all about change - whether that’s a change in fortunes, ideas or even target
audience. We’ll explore new ways to bring fresh momentum to any client.

Like it or not we are seeing the global
propagation of meme culture. The growth of
memes has risen to inﬂuence all aspects of our
lives – politically, socially, and psychologically.
Life, as we once knew it, has seen a dramatic
shift in dynamics due to the overwhelming
presence of memes in our everyday lives, and
the way in which we communicate.

Copyright law is something you don’t want to get
into, but you can create your own memes. Putting
your brand at the heart of the joke, will create far
more engaging content.

We create all our content in-house, and pride ourselves on being bang on-trend. We constantly monitor social
conversation and key themes on Reddit, Twitter, Google trends and TrendWatching to stay ahead of the competition.

Whether it’s the social stalwarts Facebook, Instagram or Youtube
- or the comeback kids Twitter, Pinterest and Snapchat (Yep,
they’re growing again), they all offer a vast range of ad options in
content, stories and messenger apps.
The key to success is a test and learn approach to ﬁnd the
networks and format in which your brand sits mosts
comfortably, and naturally strikes a chord with the audience it
reaches. Where a clothing range might work great across
carousels on Facebook, impulse buys such as confectionary may
well do better with perishable content on stories or Snapchat.

The social ad space is constantly evolving, and new ad
placements are continually being made available, such
as playable formats and augmented reality. It is crucial
to explore every single emerging placement and see if
it can be a right ﬁt for your marketing plans. We
typically ﬁnd that the newer the ad placement, the
better CPM (Cost per 1,000 impressions) it generates.

Not only do we create great thumb-stopping content, but we manage the media placement and buying for several
leading brands - our dedicated hands-on team stays ahead of the curve and the competition in ﬁnding new sets of eyes.

To ﬁnd out more, or ﬁnd out how you can create
change for your brand, get in touch.
www.walkeragency.co.uk

hello@walkeragency.co.uk
01202 414200

